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Advisory: R18 (Mature Content)

Tongues is a confessional
and lyrical contemporary
performance exploring the
contrast, conflict and affinity
between faith and sexuality.
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The hospital air conditioner
is in need of service again. 4
bodies awaiting identification
and autopsy, wake up at the
morgue, in anticipation of
the afterlife, if there is one.
They have as much human
consciousness as they have
warmth. In and out of awareness, the audience amble and
hasten with them through
their dreams, memories, fears
and revelations.
This interdisciplinary interactive piece is a la petite mort
of real-life confessions,
reflections and imaginations
gathered from people holding
differing histories, beliefs
and gender identities, from
ancient to present.

What happens when the air
conditioner is finally repaired
and the cold temperature
is restored?
Featuring Nora Samosir, Faizal
Muhammad. Walter Hanna
and Serena Ho.
Sean Tobin is an Australian
theatre artist and educator who has
worked extensively in Singapore
since 1993, as a Director and
Theatre Educator. He co-wrote and
directed What Did You Learn
Today?, a commission for the M1
Singapore Fringe Festival 2011
and was the Festival Director for
this year’s SOTA Arts Festival.

Hantaran Buat Mangsa Lupa
is a trilogy of plays inspired
by the three main events
leading to the establishment
of Islam. Paired with the
severely poetic nature of the
Malay language, Hantaran
offers a dimension that faith
excludes and questions.
The first 2 plays – Genap 40
and W.C. – were previously
staged to small audiences, and
this presentation marks the
completion of the trilogy with

the premiere of 94:05 alongside
the other 2.
Performed by 3 talented
theatre and TV actors, Sani
Hussin, Mastura Ahmad
and newcomer, Rian Asrudi,
Hantaran is a performance not
to be missed.
“Expectations of fate and faith are
tussled with in language that was
both sophisticated in its intellectual
curiosity and dramatically poetic.”

Teater Ekamatra is a non-profit
theatre company that is dedicated
to developing and producing
socially relevant plays that reflect
the contemporary Singaporean
vernacular. Teater Ekamatra
believes in integrating the arts,
social services and the different
cultures as a vehicle for entertainment, education, tolerance
and affecting social change.
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Jason Wee is an artist and writer
based in Singapore and New York.
He founded and runs a visual art
residency and exhibition plaform
called Grey Projects and is
currently a Dean’s Merit Scholar
at GSD, Harvard University. He
recently published My Suit with
Math Paper Press.
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